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MONSOON TREK



The ALIBAUG Trek was one unique expedition. One of the major attractions of this trek

was the ETRX VS EXTC Beach Football match. But this trek was much more than just a

football bout. Hiking to the peaks of Sagargad Machi situated in Khandale Valley was no piece

of cake. Crossing the river streams and hiking on to the mountain was one arduous task and it

was evident on the faces of hikers. But after scaling the mountain, what people witnessed was a

breathtaking view of white water of the famous Dhondhane waterfall falling from a great height

which looked like a rope hanging from the top till the bottom end. And then to top it all, there

was a pond of clean water in the end where everybody was given a free license to try out all sorts

of water splashes they could imagine. This was followed by the final piece of the puzzle, the

beach visit in Alibaug, where everybody drained out their batteries playing football for hours

before heading back home.

Committee managed 140 enthusiastic bunch of students, with almost 20 FEs Students. At

Rs.269 per person, the trek lived up to it's billing.



DTMF WORKSHOP

The event was organized by the Institution of Electronics and Telecommunication

Engineers (IETE) in association with Embedded Technosolutions on Saturday 13th September

2014. The event was well appreciated, as was evident from the positive response it garnered.

Mr rajesh pingle and Mr vishal sawant of technosolutions taught the students about the use of

dtmf technology, its applications in wireless robotics. It was put up and executed by Harsh

Mehta (chairperson),Jugal Gala,Amey Thombre,Vitej Bari, Sanjana Sabapathy under the

guidance of Prof. Milind Paraye (mentor –IETE).The student coordinators present were

Aayush Patial, Dhvanil Mandalia and Saumya Shah. The event had an attendance of almost 50

people from SPIT and VJTI. Refreshments were provided. The participants were awarded with

certificates.



D-LINK SEMINAR

The event was organized by the Institution of Electronics and Telecommunication

Engineers (IETE) in association with D-Link in October 2014. This event was mainly an

introduction about the industrial methodologies and working procedure. The first year students

were present in majority in this event. It was a short event having the duration of a 1 hour

wherein a PowerPoint presentation was displayed to the students. The students mainly from the

Electronics and Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering branch were present in huge

numbers. Mr. Milind Paraye sir and Natasha Raul madam were present during the workshop. It

was put up and executed by Harsh Mehta (chairperson),Jugal gala ,Amey Thombre ,Vitej Bari,

Sanjana Sabapathy.The student coordinators present were Aayush Patial,Dhvanil Mandalia and

Saumya Shah. The participants were awarded with certificates.



INDUSTRIAL VISIT

This year the locations decided were Chandigarh-Manali-Amritsar. A 10 day trip from

27th December to 5th January promised to be marvellous adventure and a learning experience

for everyone. Industries planned to visit was Phillips and Auro Weaving Mills near Chandigarh

was a scintillating experience for the students.

Stay in Chandigarh was in ISquare hotel for one night and 2 days. Visiting the factory

and then the beautiful Pinjore Garden was a delight for everyone. What followed this was the

overnight journey to Manali. Tired from traveling the entire day in Punjab everybody slept like a

baby during the overnight bus journey and when everybody woke up, they were stunned by the

astonishing view of snow capped mountains.

As the mercury dropped the layer of clothing increased. Mufflers, sweaters, jackets,

woolen caps were all out. Sagar Resort was selected to serve the people during the Manali stay.



Given the recent conditions in Manali, there was at times shortage of water and electricity, but

the view from the windows of the room more than compensated for that. Manali stay included

visits to the mighty Hidimba Temple followed by shopping in Mall Road where students bought

all sorts of souvenirs and clothes for their family and friends. On the second day there was

adventure sports ranging from zorbing to paragliding in So Lang Valley. Everybody was in

Jumpsuits and gum boots for this part, which was undoubtedly the best of the trip. River rafting

in Kullu and visit to mini Vaishnu Devi temple were the concluding part of the Manali story.

Last stop of the trip was the Holy City of Amritsar. Staying in Comfort Inn Alstonia for 1

night and 2 days, Hotel was simply marvelous and what awaited for students next was the visit to

the majestic Golden Temple at night and morning both followed by Jalianwalla Bagh and

shopping in the evening. Everybody was stunned with the beauty of the holy temple and the

Jalianwalla Bagh.

Throughout the journey new bonds between people were created and old bonds were

strengthened. From debilitating train and bus journeys to the spending quality time with friends

to learning something new from engineering perspective. Everything was covered in the I.V.



IETE CONFERENCE
In February 2015 Institution Of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering of

Sardar Patel Institute of Technology hosted the annual IETE Conference which was attended by

most of the top level delegates from IETE Delhi and IETE Mumbai. In all there were 75

professors and associates of IETE. The conference included felicitation of the newly appointed

IETE chairperson followed by presentation and discussions over various projects laid down by

IETE for the future.

This was the first time S.P.I.T hosted such a high profile IETE event which was

executed very efficiently by the students and the staff members, thereby helping college

being recognized nationally even more.



SAHYADRI DOORDARSHAN KENDRA VISIT

The Sahyadri Doordarshan Kendra visit was scheduled on 10/3/2016 at 9.30 am in Worli.

The 51 students who had signed up for the visit arrived on time. Prof. Milind Paraye was the

teacher in-charge.

The students were told to leave their bags and mobiles in the security booth, as the

mobiles would interrupt the broadcasting and could very well disturb the employees if they rang.

The students were lead inside the building by Mr. Masurkar, a Doordarshan engineer, on to the

3rd floor.

The transmitter section was the first section visited by the students. A transmitter section

consists of 3 sub-sections - Digital earth station, digital terrestrial transmitter and DVBT 2

(Digital Video Broadcasting Technology).

Digital Earth Station - Participates in mobile uplinking of the TV feed/data to be sent over to

distant locations. TV vans are also a part of this category.



Digital Terrestrial Transmitter - Transmits the data from the station onto a satellite. The

destination station can downlink data from the satellite. Data is transmitted through tower.

Note: GSAT 15 satellite is used for transmitting DD1 and DDNews (3-8GHz)

INSAT 4B is used to transmit Sahyadri channel from Mumbai to Delhi (4.11 GHz)

DVBT 2 - Low bandwidth per channel. HD (522 MHz carrier) and SD (474 MHz carrier) data is

multiplexed together by COFDM (Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) to

combine them into the same signal using power combiner and then transmitted to the desired

location. Receiver makes use of IRD (Integrated Receiver Decoder) to receive and decode the

signals.

After the transmitter section was completed, the students were given a break to eat lunch

and rest in the lobby. After having lunch, the students were divided into 2 groups and taken to

the Recording and Editing sections by Mr. Ashok Mudgal. He very gracefully and patiently

resolved any doubts in the students’ minds.

TheMaster Switching Room controls all studio output. It receives signal from the studio

and forwards it to the transmitter.

The Playback Room is responsible for the playback showed on the TV of the common

man. Around 3 hours is live/freshly shot footage and the rest is played through servers via

tapes/CDs/DVDs/Blu-Ray discs.

There are Editing Rooms where the engineers edit the raw footage for the TV broadcast.

The Studio has lights and cameras at every angle to capture each and every moment of

the show. Outside the studio, the sound and video mixing equipment is set up. The engineers and

sound/video editors make live changes to the feed in order to make it more clear and presentable.

A supervisor issues command over the microphone into the earpieces of the TV anchor and

instructs him/her on important points.

With that, the Doordarshan trip came to a close. The students dispersed and went home,

richer in the knowledge they gained that day.


